The **Metal Shark 40 Fearless** has been designed for applications where extreme high performance capabilities are required. Fast and highly maneuverable, yet tough enough to withstand harsh environments, the 40 Fearless is ideal for border protection, port security, drug interdiction, and gunship operations.
Hull Design: Metal Shark’s Fearless class vessels feature high-performance, twin-stepped hull designs by renowned naval architect Michael Peters. Their outstanding performance, coupled with Metal Shark’s incredibly rugged welded aluminum construction, combine to deliver incredible speed, handling, range, and low-maintenance durability.
Deck Layout: The Metal Shark 40 Fearless features an expansive non-skid cockpit that can be custom configured to suit a wide range of applications and needs. Whether the primary need is maximum open floor space, maximum seating, capacity, or something in between, Metal Shark can design and build a Fearless-class craft accordingly.
Twin Console Design: The 40 Fearless is shown here with Metal Shark’s unique “twin console” layout, which provides shock mitigating seating for four beneath a massive welded aluminum hard top, while still allowing ample room on the port and starboard sides for easy forward and aft passage.
Custom Seating: The Metal Shark 40 Fearless shown here has been equipped with the shift, throttle, and trim controls integrated into the helmsman’s seat so that they move with the occupant and remain constantly in-hand, even while operating at speed in heavy seas. This allows for intuitive operation, reducing the effort required to control the vessel and ultimately lessening the risk of an accident. Inspired features such as these are the result of Metal Shark’s crew-centric design ethic and can be found throughout the Fearless-class vessels.
An available dive door facilitates access to and from the water while preserving the safety of a full-height cockpit – an important consideration in offshore conditions.
Spacious helm puts all controls within easy reach and offers ample room for navigation electronics.
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